feb 13
i remember many years ago when i was in a church with
many strong believers. one sunday morning the pastor
was teaching about living the right kind of life and he
asked the congregation, "what does character mean"? an
elder in the church answered, "that's who you are".
who you are indeed. it's what you say and do when
nobody else is watching. so what is your behavior when
"no one is watching" you? do you remain true to your
new nature or does that old nature creep in on
occasion? or maybe that "new nature" is just a
pretense. the thing is, God is always watching.
so i ask you, how do you behave when there is "no
witness but God"? what if you were absolutely
guaranteed that none would ever know and there would be
no consequences. i guess i mean, do you fear God more
than man and the repercussions of this world?
have you ever had someone give you the wrong change and
you knew it. would it matter whether it was fifty
cents or fifty dollars or even fifty million? is the
amount a determining factor? what is the point where
you would sacrifice your character?
does it feel better to say there were only six jews
killed in the holocaust instead of six million. i
wouldn't be surprised if there are more than six jews
killed everyday now. do we equate the amount with the
degree of sin or is sin always sin? and are there
really "white lies"? my bible says "all liars shall
have their part in the lake which burns with fire and

brimstone". rev 21:8 and also that "the truth shall
set you free". john 8:32
lies and deception are never God's way. Jesus said He
is the truth. and like correction, those little "white
truths" may hurt for a moment but they will they will
lead to THE truth. character must be built, it is not
inherited.
there are so many examples, but let me just take billy
graham; considered by many to be the greatest
evangelist of our time. he was not great because he
was a great man. he was great because God made him
great. he was a simple man but he was willing and he
had character. he was who he was, no matter who was
watching.
it is said he made one final post just four hours
before he died. billy graham: november 7, 1918 february 21, 2018
"if you went for a walk in the woods, but then
decided to wander off the path, and found yourself
surrounded by a thicket of thorns and poison ivy, who
would you blame? would you blame the person who built
the path? no, of course not. instead, you’d blame
yourself if you were honest, because you alone were
responsible for wandering from the path. in a far
deeper way, this is what happens when we decide to
leave God out of our lives. for a time, it may seem
like wandering away from Him doesn’t make any
difference; it may even seem easier and freer. but
eventually, it catches up with us — just as wandering
off that path and into the thicket caught up with you."

in the end, Billy Graham’s last message to the world
was short and sweet: essentially, “turn back to God.”
surely, he didn’t know these would be his last words to
the public, but could they be any more perfect? it was
his character. billy graham undoubtedly knew where he
was headed after death and likely was more than
comfortable with the idea. (just a side note, it is
said he died at 99 years of age. if one adds the nine
months he was in the womb, it will total up to 100
years; just another sign that God considers life to
begin at conception.)
we must all determine what our character is and how
much we are willing to sacrifice to keep it. the cost
may be great to some of us, but so is the reward. do
not let those "little foxes" spoil your vine because
that vine is Jesus.
linda

